
25gal. Orchard Sprayer w/hose reel

 Base unit,  add pump, and optional handgun, hose, or booms.     
F15LG  15 gallon trailer, 4”x16” wheels 
F25LG  25 gallon trailer, 4”x16” wheels     
F40LG  40 gallon trailer, 6”x18” wheels    
F60LG  60 gallon trailer, 6”x18” wheels 
F15cart  15 gallon 3 wheel cart, 10”&16” wheels 
F25cart  25 gallon 3 wheel cart, 10”&16” wheels 
F15wba  15 gallon wheelbarrow 
F15SH    15 gallon shielded 
F15 ca    15 gallon carry around 
F25 ca     25 gallon carry around 
F15app   15 gallon applicator, includes 2.2gpm pump, 2 sets nozzles   
F25app   25 gallon applicator includes 2.2gpm pump, 2 sets nozzles     
F25app12v  25 gallon applicator includes 2.2gpm pump, 2 nozzles 

     with 12 volt control 

5gal. 12v 

 12v Applicator Sprayers 2018 

15gal.  Wheelbarrow 
2x4 booms 15gal.  Carry around 

40 gal.  6” x 18”  wheels 
10’ booms 

15gal Shielded, 
 nozzles included 

 25 gal.  4”x16” wheels 
10’ booms 

      Pumps 
 P12v2  2.2gpm, 45psi 
 P12v4  4.8gpm, 45psi 
 P12v7  7gpm, 120psi 

      Booms 
 B10M  10’ w/ 5 blue tips @ 30” 
NozBL  Boomless nozzle, 12’w     
B2x4     2, 48” booms w/ 6 tips 

       Handguns 
 HGar  heavy duty, adj spray
 HGpo  light duty 

        Hose per ft 
 HO38ep  3/8 EPDM hose 
 HO12ep   1/2 EPDM hose 
 HO38pvc   3/8 PVC hose 
 HO12pvc    1/2 PVC hose 
 HRN    Hose reel, holds 50 ft 

Protecting your Crops 
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To winterize sprayer, flush 2 times with
clean water. Drain, & put 3 gallon
sprayer antifreeze in tank, use all

functions, then drain.

1 year limited warranty applies to all
Iva Manufacturing workmanship.

Startup owners manual
Single boom 55 gallon produce sprayer
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1. 3pt hitch cat#1, fits quick hitch.
2. Suction filter needs to be cleaned every

day. Close the valve to shut off water.
3. Master Valve, Up to agitate and to the left

to spray.
4. Pressure gauge, adjust by turning the

T handle on the relief valve.(4)
Check with the tip calibration chart to

confirm the correct pressure.
5. Boom fold stop, move for desired

transport heigth.
6. Boom level adjustment.

7. Check pump oil level.

8. Retract legs after it is hooked to the 3pt.
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Enjoy the great outdoors while raising healthy chickens, turkeys, and other poultry. 
Foxes, coons, and stray dogs will have lunch elsewhere!!!!! 

Our grazing pens are designed to be portable & lightweight, w/ low peak height to endure 
windy conditions. A rollup handle on the tarp allows easy access over the side. Moving 
is done quickly by raising the lift handle ( approx. 50lb) on one end which lowers the 

 wheels on the other end via an attached cable.   
Constructed of 2” tubing and 1x2” wire, all galvanized. A welded frame with heavy duty 

poly ties to attach the wire. The cover tarp is 10oz material, w/ 10yr life expectancy. 
After initial setup, the pen can be assembled in15 min. using only a 5/16 nut driver. 

 Options include, 
     Water systems w/ a 5 gallon bucket mounted on the outside, supplying a Bell Waterer. 

 22lb hanging feeder     
 2’x12’ side panel, (wind protection) 
 Rollaway nestbox 

 Sizes available 
   6’x8’- 32 broilers 
 10’x12’-80 broilers 
 12’x12’-100 broilers 

 More use ideas 


